RESTORE PLAY GOAL ACHIEVED

Good Sports successfully achieved its Restore Play goal, of donating $15 million in equipment to thousands of youth organizations across the country, who have suffered tremendous setbacks during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is a monumental accomplishment that would not have been possible without all the generosity and dedication of our partners and donors.

INTRODUCTION OF SHE WHO PLAYS

Girls are dropping out of sports at twice the rate of boys by age 14, and that’s why Good Sports created, “She Who Plays,” an initiative designed to support new and equitable access to sport for girls nationwide. Since launching She Who Plays, Good Sports has donated over $3.8 million in girls focused equipment.

AWARD WINNER

Public Interest Registry, the people behind .ORG, recognized Good Sports as their category winner for Health and Healing in a Time of Pandemic at this year’s 2021 .ORG Impact Awards. In total, there were over 600 entries from more than 40 countries across eight categories. Watch the video here
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2021 YEAR IN REVIEW

BY THE NUMBERS

KIDS SERVED

490,286

VALUE OF EQUIPMENT DONATIONS

$16,082,162

Donated in 2021, $81M Since 2003

REACH IN 2021

77% OF KIDS

Good Sports Served Were Children of Color

DONATED IN 2021

747,453

Pieces of Sports Equipment